DERESTRICTION OF DOCUMENTS

Note by the Secretariat

1. In accordance with the decisions taken by the Committee on Anti-Dumping Practices (ADP/M/2, paragraph 39) and the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM/M/3, paragraph 8), the following documents are being proposed for derestation with effect from 15 April 1991:

   ADP/1 + all addenda*
   ADP/46 and addenda
   ADP/47
   ADP/48 and addenda
   ADP/49 and addenda
   ADP/50
   ADP/51
   ADP/52

   SCM/1 + all addenda*
   SCM/96
   SCM/97
   SCM/98 and addenda
   SCM/99
   SCM/100
   SCM/101
   SCM/102
   SCM/103
   SCM/104 and addenda
   SCM/105
   SCM/106

2. Any Party or signatory wishing any of these documents, or part of any of these documents, to remain restricted is invited to notify the secretariat not later than 2 April 1991.

*Which have not yet been derestricted.